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ABSTRACT
Background: COVID-19, a pandemic caused by SARS-CoV-2, has caused a wide impact globally. Clinical spectrum
of COVID-19 ranges widely including asymptomatic infection, mild upper respiratory tract infection, severe
pneumonia, ARDS, MODS and even death. Neutrophil-lymphocyte (NL) ratio is an indicator of systemic inflammatory
response. Many previous studies have shown NL ratio to be good prognostic marker for COVID-19 pneumonia.
Methods: A study was conducted on 265 SARI (severe acute respiratory illness) patients who were admitted in hospitals
attached to BMCRI between May 2020 and September 2020. History was taken, general and systemic examination was
done. Patients were categorized into moderate and severe illness. RT-PCR for all patients was done using throat and
nasal swab. Total WBC counts and differential counts were estimated. NL ratio was correlated with pneumonia severity
and compared between COVID-19 positive and negative SARI.
Results: The study included 265 SARI patients, of which 135 were COVID-19 positive patients and 130 were COVID19 negative. The patients were further sub-categorised into moderate and severe SARI. Mean age for COVID-19
positive severe SARI was higher than the moderate SARI. Males were majority of the subjects. Out of 265, 99 patients
(37.4%) had diabetes. Out of this, 34 (42%) were COVID-19 positive (severe) followed by 28 (51.9%) COVID-19
positive (moderate). Mean NL ratio was higher in COVID-19 positive (severe) subjects 15.95±10.31 followed by
COVID-19 positive (moderate) subjects 8.99±6.22. There was significant difference with respect to NL ratio between
COVID-19 positive and negative subjects. NL ratio levels were high in subjects having diabetes in COVID-19 positive
severe sub group and COVID-19 positive severe hypertension sub group as compared to other sub groups.
Conclusions: NL ratio was higher in patients with COVID-19 positive SARI as compared to COVID-19 negative SARI.
There was significant correlation between increase in NL ratio and disease severity of COVID-19 positive pneumonia.
We found that increase in NL ratio was associated with co-morbidities like diabetes mellitus and hypertension.
Keywords: COVID-19, SARI, Neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio

INTRODUCTION
In December 2019, Wuhan city in China experienced an
outbreak of pneumonia cases of unknown cause. Later the
novel coronavirus, severe acute respiratory syndrome

coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2, previously known as 2019nCoV), was isolated from these viral pneumonia patients
in January 2020. WHO designated this pneumonia as
coronavirus disease 2019, that is, COVID-19, in February
2020.1
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The Wuhan city was locked down on 23 January 2020
whereas, WHO declared a public health emergency of
international concern on 30 January 2020.2
Initially the disease started with zoonotic transmission but
soon it occurred to spread through human to human
transmission. Transmission of the virus causing COVID19, i.e. SARS-CoV-2 was considered to be via droplets
rather than aerosols but strong directional airflow may
support the spread by droplet upto more than 2 meters. 3
Clinical spectrum of COVID-19 ranges widely including
asymptomatic infection, self-limiting mild upper
respiratory tract infection, severe pneumonia, ARDS,
MODS and even death.1 The WHO has officially declared
COVID-19 as a pandemic and all the countries are facing
difficulties in controlling and treating the disease. 2 There
is a need for reliable indicator to assess the severity of the
disease.
Inflammation plays an important role in disease
development and also a reliable prognostic factor. As an
immune response to respiratory infection, neutrophils
influx into the alveoli, causes tissue damage, vascular
stasis and cytotoxicity. Earlier studies have demonstrated
lymphopenia due to sustained release of anti-inflammatory
cytokines leading to widespread apoptosis of
lymphocytes.2 NL ratio is shown to be good predictor of
mortality in hospitalized patients with community
acquired pneumonia. It is cheaper and easier to perform the
test.4 NL ratio is an indicator of systemic inflammatory
response. Many previous studies have shown NL ratio to
be good prognostic marker for COVID-19 pneumonia.
However, correlation of NL ratio with severity of COVID19 pneumonia is less studied and this study intents on
comparison of NL ratio in COVID-19 SARI and nonCOVID-19 SARI and correlation of the same with severity
of the disease.
Objectives
The objectives were to estimate NL ratio in patients with
SARI, to correlate between SARI disease severity and NL
ratio and to compare NL ratio in COVID-19 positive and
negative SARI patients.
METHODS
The present study was conducted on patients visiting
hospital affiliated to Bangalore Medical College and
Research Institute, Bangalore (BMCRI).
This was a cross-sectional type of study. The study was
conducted during the period from May 2020 to September
2020.
The study was conducted in hospitals affiliated to
Bangalore Medical College and Research Institute,
Bangalore.

Inclusion criteria
Patients/attenders willing to give informed consent,
patients of either sex with age more than 18 years and
patients admitted in COVID-19 suspect hospital and
diagnosed with SARI were included in the study.
Exclusion criteria
Patient not willing to give informed consent and patients
with age less than 18 years were excluded from the study.
Methodology of data collection
After obtaining institutional ethics committee clearance,
the patients getting admitted to hospitals affiliated to
Bangalore Medical College and Research Institute, during
the period from May 2020 to September 2020 were taken
up for the study.
A total 265 patients diagnosed with SARI who were
admitted in hospitals attached to BMCRI were included in
the study. History was taken, general physical examination
and a detailed systemic examination was done. Patients
were categorized into moderate and severe illness
according to WHO clinical criteria. RT-PCR for all
patients was done using throat and nasal swab. Total WBC
counts and differential counts, platelet counts were
estimated. NL ratio were correlated with pneumonia
severity and compared between COVID-19 positive and
negative SARI and also correlation with co-morbidities
was done.
WHO criteria for categorizing the patients5
Mild disease
Symptomatic patients with ILI symptoms without
evidence of viral pneumonia or hypoxia were categorized
as mild.
Moderate disease
Adolescent or adult with clinical signs of pneumonia
(fever, cough, dyspnoea, fast breathing) but no signs of
severe pneumonia, including SpO2 ≥90% on room air
were categorized as moderate.
Severe disease
Adolescent or adult with clinical signs of pneumonia
(fever, cough, dyspnoea, fast breathing) plus one of the
following like respiratory rate >30 breaths/min, severe
respiratory distress or SpO2 <90% on room air were
categorized as severe.
Statistical analysis
Data was analyzed by descriptive statistics. Chi square test
used to see association between qualitative variables and
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correlation co-efficient was used to see relation between
quantitative variables. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant. Independent sample test was applied for
quantitative variables between COVID-19 positive and
COVID-19 negative subjects.
RESULTS
The study was conducted on 265 patients diagnosed with
SARI, of which 135 were COVID-19 positive patients and
130 were COVID-19 negative. Mean age of subjects with
COIVD-19 positive (severe) was higher 58.70±15.598

followed by COVID-19 positive (moderate) 55.13±14.480
(Table 1).
Number of patients above 65 years 80 (30.2%) was higher
followed by age group of 36 to 45 years 51 (19.2%). Chi
square test was applied to associate the age with severity.
Chi square test showed statistically significant association
with respect to age (ꭓ2=35.15; p=0.002) (Table 2). In our
study males were higher 174 (65.7%) as compared to
females 91 (34.3%). Chi square test was applied to
associate the gender with severity. Chi square test showed
no statistical significant association with respect to gender
(ꭓ2=3.16; p=0.78) (Figure 1).

Table 1: Distribution of mean age.
COVID-19
Negative
Positive

Severity
Moderate
Severe
Moderate
Severe

N
69
61
54
81

Minimum
20
19
25
24

Maximum
86
91
80
96

Mean
46.90
52.56
55.13
58.70

SD
17.132
15.988
14.480
15.598

Table 2: Distribution of age among the groups.
COVID-19 negative
Moderate
Severe
9
4
13.0%
6.6%
9
5
13.0%
8.2%
22
12
31.9%
19.7%
7
13
10.1%
21.3%
9
10
13.0%
16.4%
13
17
18.8%
27.9%
69
61
100.0%
100.0%

Age (in years)
Less than 25
26 to 35
36 to 45
46 to 55
56 to 65
Above 65
Total

Count
%
Count
%
Count
%
Count
%
Count
%
Count
%
Count
%

COVID-19 positive
Moderate
Severe
1
1
1.9%
1.2%
5
7
9.3%
8.6%
8
9
14.8%
11.1%
13
11
24.1%
13.6%
9
21
16.7%
25.9%
18
32
33.3%
39.5%
54
81
100.0%
100.0%

Total
15
5.7%
26
9.8%
51
19.2%
44
16.6%
49
18.5%
80
30.2%
265
100.0%

Chi square value=35.15
P=0.002*
*significant.

Table 3: Distribution of mean NL ratio.
COVID 19
Negative
Positive

Severity
Moderate

N
69

Minimum
0.69

Maximum
46.00

Mean
5.93

SD
7.87

Severe

61

1.51

46.32

7.23

7.17

Moderate

54

0.89

25.47

8.99

6.22

Severe

81

1.93

45.85

15.95

10.31

In the study, out of 265 (100%) subjects, 99 (37.4%) had
diabetes, of which 34 (42%) were COVID-19 positive
(severe) followed by 28 (51.9%) were COVID-19 positive

(moderate) (Figure 2). Chi square test was applied to
associate the diabetes with severity. Chi square test
showed statistically significant association with respect to
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diabetes (ꭓ2=15.79; p=0.001) and out of 265 (100%)
subjects, 102 (38.5%) had hypertension, of which 33
(40.7%) were COVID-19 positive (severe) followed by 31
(50.8%) were COVID-19 negative (severe) (Figure 2). Chi

square test was applied to associate the hypertension with
severity. Chi square test showed no statistically significant
association with respect to hypertension (ꭓ2=7.15;
p=0.067).

Table 4: Comparison between COVID-19 negative and COVID-19 positive groups using independent sample t test.
COVID-19 negative versus COVID-19 positive

Comparison

Mean difference
-6.62

NL ratio

P value
0.00*

*significant.

Table 5: Comparison between moderate and severe subgroups using independent sample t test.
Moderate versus severe

Comparison

Mean difference

P value

COVID 19 negative

NL ratio

-1.29

0.33

COVID 19 positive

NL ratio

-6.96

0.00*

*significant.

Table 6: Comparison of NL ratio based on diabetes in COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 subjects.
Para
mete
rs

COVID19
COVID19
negative

Severity
Moderate
Severe

NL
ratio
COVID19
positive

Moderate
Severe

Diabetes

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

SD

NIL

56

.69

46.00

5.82

7.22

Present

13

1.33

41.05

6.42

10.55

NIL

37

1.51

46.32

7.87

8.27

Present

24

2.33

28.96

6.24

5.05

NIL

26

.89

21.72

9.19

5.25

Present

28

1.46

25.47

8.80

7.10

NIL

47

1.93

33.61

14.78

8.69

Present

34

2.00

45.85

17.57

12.16

Table 7: Comparison of NL ratio based on hypertension in COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 subjects.
Comparison
COVID19
negative

Severity
Moderate
Severe

NL
ratio
COVID19
positive

Moderate
Severe

Diabetes
NIL

N
47

Minimum
.69

Maximum
46.00

Mean
6.04

SD
7.82

Present

22

1.45

41.05

5.70

8.15

NIL

30

2.59

46.32

8.14

8.93

Present

31

1.51

23.75

6.34

4.91

NIL

38

1.24

25.00

9.17

5.81

Present

16

.89

25.47

8.56

7.28

NIL

48

2.29

45.71

15.18

10.06

Present

33

1.93

45.85

17.07

10.72
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80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
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Figure 1: Distribution of gender among the groups.
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48.1%

51.9%
39.3% 42.0%
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59.3%
49.2%
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Figure 2: Distribution of co-morbidities.
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Figure 3: Distribution of mean NL ratio.
In our study mean NL ratio was higher in COVID-19
positive (severe) subjects 15.95±10.31 followed by
COVID-19 positive (moderate) subjects 8.99±6.22 (Table
3) (Figure 3).
Independent sample t test showed statistically significant
difference with respect to NL ratio (p=0.00) between
COVID-19 positive and negative subjects (Table 4).

In COVID-19 positive subjects, NL ratio showed
statistically significant difference (p=0.00) between
moderate and severe sub groups whereas there was no
statistically significant difference seen in COVID-19
negative sub groups (Table 5).
In the study NL ratio (17.57±12.16) levels were high in
subjects having diabetes in COVID-19 positive severe sub
group as compared to other sub groups (Table 6) and NL
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ratio (17.07±10.72) was high in subjects having
hypertension in COVID-19 positive severe sub group as
compared to other sub groups (Table 6 and 7).
DISCUSSION
In our study, demographic characteristics of the study
subjects showed males were higher, 174 (65.7%) as
compared to females, 91 (34.3%) which was similar to
Zhou et al having majority male subjects and MousaviNasab et al where 57.1% were males.6 Tatum et al cited
females to be majority in their study.2 Turk Thorac J
studied 204 patients of which 115 were COVID-19
positive SARI with majority male (67.8%) patients and of
99 COVID-19 negative patients also male (62%) patients
were more than female.7
In the present study mean age of subjects with COIVD-19
positive (severe) was higher, 58.70±15.598 followed by
COVID-19 positive (moderate) 55.13±14.480, distribution
of subjects based on age showed subjects above 65 years,
80 (30.2%) was higher followed by age group of 36 to 45
years, 51 (19.2%). According to Nalbant et al study, the
mean age (SD) was 53 (18) years for COVID-19 positive
patients and 60 (14) for COVID-19 negative patients, with
difference being not statistically significant, also no
significant difference between gender distribution.8 In the
study by Mousavi-Nasab et al they studied patients with
the mean age of 42.7±12.4 (ranging from 19 to 78) years
of them 40.2% being in the age range of 30 to 49 years. 6
They also cited that 20% cases had severe disease where
as 80% were non severe cases. In the study by Turk Thorac
J et al mean age for COVID-19 positive was 51.8 years and
that of COVID-19 negative was 51.3 years. In the study by
Mon et al age for severe COVID-19 was higher as
compared to mild cases (67.9±12.3 versus 53.2±15.6).9
We also studied distribution of diabetes and hypertension
among the groups and out of 265 (100%) subjects, 99
(37.4%) had diabetes of which majority were severe
COVID-19 positive followed by moderate COVID-19
positive SARI with statistical significant association with
respect to diabetes. 102 patients had hypertension, which
was more common with severe COVID-19 negative
patients and then with severe COVID-19 positive patients,
however association with hypertension was not
statistically significant. Similarly, in the study by Zhou et
al majority of COVID-19 patients had associated comorbidities most common being hypertension and
diabetes.1 Mon et al when compared between severe and
mild COVID-19 patients, found significant difference in
diabetes, hypertension, chronic kidney disease and
tumour, however no significant difference was found for
cardiovascular disease and COPD.9
NL ratio is major inflammatory marker and previous
studies have shown NL ratio to be good prognostic
indicator. In the present study, when we studied
distribution of mean NL ratio, we found that it was higher
in severe COVID-19 positive SARI patients followed by

moderate COVID-19 positive SARI patients indicating
that NL ratio is elevated in COVID-19 positive patients
significantly as compared to negative patients and
associated with disease severity. Similar results were
found by Mousavi-Nasab et al where NL ratio was higher
in severe COVID-19 patients compared to non-severe
COVID-19 patients.6 Eslamijouybari et al also found that
NL ratio was significantly higher in COVID-19 patients as
compared to control group.10
Yang et al also showed similar results stating that elevated
NL ratio was significantly associated with severity of
illness.11 A meta-analysis by Chan stated that higher levels
of NL ratio were present in severe disease as compared to
non-severe disease which is supporting the results of our
study.12 A metanalysis done by Xiaoming et al to evaluate
the predictive value of NL ratio suggested that NL ratio
has good predictive in terms of severity and mortality in
COVID-19 hence helping clinicians in predicting severity
early and treating adequately. 13 In contrast to our study,
Turk Thorac J et al showed that NL ratio was lower
(average NL=5.89) in COVID-19 positive SARI and was
higher (avg NL=11.41) in non-COVID-19 SARI.9
Regarding the association with co-morbidities, our study
found that NL ratio was significantly higher in severe
COVID-19 patients with diabetes and hypertension.
Tatum et al stated that patients who had NL ratio higher
than the determined cutoff, had more number of mean
associated co-morbidities.2 Similarly in the study by Yang
et al significantly high frequency of occurrence of comorbid conditions were shown in severe patients in the
order of diabetes followed by hypertension and renal
dysfunction.11
In our study we found that higher value of NL ratio was
associated with more severe COVID-19 disease, similarly
Yan et al study showed that NL ratio was higher in nonsurvivor group of COVID-19 patients which was
significantly associated with all cause in hospital
mortality.14 Liu et al found that NL ratio more than 3.13
was independent risk factor for progression to critical
illness in patients with COVID-19.15
Limitation
In our study, the limitation was that we had not considered
the effects of steroid treatment of the disease on the NL
ratio.
CONCLUSION
NL ratio was higher in patients with COVID-19 positive
SARI as compared to COVID-19 negative SARI. There
was significant correlation between increase in NL ratio
and disease severity of COVID-19 positive pneumonia.
We found that increase in NL ratio was associated with comorbidities like diabetes mellitus and hypertension.
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